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Abstract
The existence of a unique solution of the second order semilinear elliptic equa
tion
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j
 fru u x  
with x  x

 x

     x
n
  s

	

 for a bounded domain 	

 together with
the additional conditions
ux   for x

 x

     x
n
  	

ux  x

 x

     x
n
 for x

 s

juxj globally bounded
is shown to be a well posed problem under some sign and growth restrictions on f
and its partial derivatives
 It can be seen as an initial value problem with initial
value   in the space C


	

 and satisfying the strong orderpreserving property

In the case that a
ij
and f do not depend on x

or are periodic in x

it is shown
that the corresponding dynamical system has a compact global attractor
 Also
conditions on f are given under which all the solutions tend to zero as x

tends
to innity
 Proofs are strongly based on maximum and comparison techniques

 Introduction
In many contexts boundaryvalue problems for elliptic equations in unbounded
domains include the condition that the solutions have to assume some given values
at innity these values being data of the problem usually supported by physical
experience
 In view of this it seems interesting to impose at innity only the con
dition that the solutions have to be bounded and then to ask oneself the question
of what are the possible behaviours at innity of these bounded solutions

Of course this is a dicult problem for a general equation
 It is similar in
nature to the problem of nding the global attractor of a Dynamical System
because compact global attractors when they exist contain the dierent kinds of
behaviour at innity in time that can be expected

Our paper goes in this direction that is of exploiting this similarity
 More
precisely we obtain conditions for the bounded solutions of a semilinear elliptic
problem in a cylindrical domain to dene a Dynamical System in a suitable Banach
Space where the coordinate along the axis of the cylinder plays the role of time
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Much work on asymptotic behaviour for the solutions of the problems we con
sider can be done without appeal to the formalism or the theory of Dynamical
Systems and we mention the papers   and  as some recent contributions
that do not use this approach and  for results in more general unbounded do
mains
 But a Dynamical Systems approach either global or local has also been
successfully used in     and  for example

We will consider semilinear second order elliptic equations of the form
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j
 fru u x   

for x  x

 x

     x
n
 in a cylindrical domain of the form 	  s

	

with
	

a smooth bounded domain of R
n
 together with the additional conditions
ux   for x

 x

     x
n
  	

 

juxj globally bounded
 

We are willing to see the problem of existence of a solution of 

 with a
given initial value
ux  x

 x

  x
n
 for x

 s



as a well posed initial value problem

The fact that we take the cylinder to be s

	

instead of 	

is in agreement with other evolution equations where the solutions exist forwards
in time but need not to exist backwards
 Nevertheless for the case where 

does not depend on x

or is periodic in x

and under the conditions we will give
in Section  in order to have a dynamical system with a compact global attractor
this attractor will be made exactly of the solutions that exist and are bounded in
  x

 

This kind of solutions have an important physical meaning when the correspond
ing elliptic equation is that satised by travelling wave solutions of a parabolic
reactiondiusion equation in   	


 So the set of all travelling wave
solutions of a given wavespeed can be characterized at least for some nonlinear
ities and some wavespeeds as the set of orbits of the attractor of the dynamical
system that we obtain

Our paper is very much motivated by  but wants to be an alternative ap
proach to some parts of it in order to improve certain results and to clarify some
restrictions
 The main dierence is in the extensive use here of the maximum prin
ciple and the classical methods of the Theory of Partial Dierential Equations in
comparison with the abstractsemigroup approach considered there
 In particu
lar this means that we will work with classical solutions in spaces of continuous
functions instead of the solutions in Sobolev spaces used there

In our case we are able to obtain a dynamical system even when the nonlinearity
includes gradient terms
 It is not clear if this can be done with the methods of

 In  Theorem 
 bounded solutions were obtained by invariant manifold

techniques among all the solutions
 So restrictions were imposed to the Lipschitz
constant of the nonlinearity for these manifolds to exist
 In the present case
our restrictions are only one sided sign conditions roughly speaking they are
upper bounds on fu instead of on jfuj 
 More precisely we ask for a
balance between the reaction term fu and the convection term fu
x


 See
Proposition 
 and Proposition 
 of the present paper for more details

Also in comparison with  the use of the maximum principle here restricts
ourselves to second order scalar equations that are elliptic in the classical sense

But in counterpart we can deal with more general nonlinearities

The paper is organized as follows In Section  we study the existence and
uniqueness of solutions of the problem 

 that can be seen as a kind
of initial boundary value problem in some sense similar to parabolic problems

Nevertheless the global condition 
 makes a big dierence in the sense that
it is not possible to speak of local solutions and then use continuation arguments
but the global solutions have to be obtained from the beginning

Existence uniqueness and also continuity with respect to the initial state are
obtained with the help of the maximum principle
 Proposition 
 and Proposi
tion 
 give sucient conditions on the nonlinearity f for that principle to be
applicable
 It needs to be emphasized that these sucient conditions represent
an important restriction on the nonlinearity only nonlinearities with large down
stream convection large negative fu
x

in comparison with fu produce a
well posed initial value problem for 


 Theorem 
 and Theorem 
 give
precise statements of existence uniqueness regularity and continuity
 Theorem

 gives the property that the problem is strongly orderpreserving

We remark that with not much changes the statements and the proofs also hold
for a particular case of the quasilinear version of equation 
 namely when the
coecient functions a
ij
depend on x and also on ru but not on u
x



Section  is devoted to the global properties of the dynamical system dened
by the initial value problem considered in Section 
 The Dynamical Systems
approach is only possible when the a
ij
x and f do not depend on x

autonomous
equation or are periodic in this variable
 In both cases under the same conditions
that were used to prove existence of solutions it is proven in Theorem 
 and
Theorem 
 that the system has a connected compact global attractor
 According
to the results of 	 this is a consequence of the fact that the dynamical system turns
out to be completely continuous and dissipative i
e
 there is a bounded set that
attracts every orbit of the system
 The proof of dissipativeness does not follow the
most common arguments used when dealing with parabolic or hyperbolic problems
Lyapunov functions but an idea based on the maximum principle
 This is stated
as an abstract criterion for dissipativeness in Proposition 
 and Proposition 

and used in the proofs of Theorem 
 and Theorem 


As we said above this attractor summarizes in some sense all the possible asymp
totic behaviours when x

tends to  of the bounded solutions of the elliptic prob
lem
 It consists exactly of the solutions existing in the whole range   x


and being globally bounded a kind of solution of special relevance for example
when looking for travelling wave solutions of parabolic equations

Section  deals with convergence of all the bounded solutions to zero
 In Theo
rem 
 one sees that under the sign conditions on f those of a restoring force

that more or less could be expected all the solutions tend to zero
 Nevertheless in
Theorem 
 and Theorem 
 one sees that the sign conditions on f of Theorem

 can be relaxed in some particular situations and one also obtains convergence
to zero
 When these conditions are relaxed they still take also into account the
convection term
 In the autonomous and periodic cases these three theorems imply
that the attractor reduces to zero

Of course the results of Section  should not be interpreted as an indication
that the attractors obtained in Section  are most likely reduced to a single point

As an example of nontrivial attractor one can take 	

   and the equation
u
x

x

 u
x

x

B

u
x

 Cu u

 
for large C and B

 
p
C 
 As it will be seen below in the example after
Proposition 
 this equation satises the hypotheses required to dene a dy
namical system with a compact global attractor
 It is known that the twopoint
boundary value problem u

Cuu

  u  u   has several nontrivial
solutions for large C 
 The attractor is a connected set containing at least these
equilibria

Let us make a nal remark about notation
 We will use independently the
notation x  x

 x

     x
n
 for a point in 	  s

  	

 R R
n
or the
notation x  s y with s  s

 and y  x

 x

     x
n
  	


 The rst
notation x  x

     x
n
 will be useful for the approach to the problem as a
classical elliptic equation and the notation x  s y will emphasize that the
variable s plays the role of time in the domain 	  s

 	



We will use the notation C


	

 to mean the space of C

functions in 	

that
vanish on 	



 Existence of solutions
Let S be a semilinear elliptic operator of the form
Su 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j
 fru u x 

dened for u as a function of x  x

 x

     x
n
  	  s

  	

 R
n

where 	

is a bounded domain in R
n


We assume the following hypothesis concerning ellipticity and smoothness of S
and 	
H The boundary 	

is of class C

for some      The functions
a
ij
x are of class C

in 	  s

	

for i j        n  and there exists
a continuous function   s

   such that the inequality
n
X
ij
a
ij
x	
i
	
j
 x


n
X
i
	

i



holds for all x  	 and 	

     	
n
  R
n
 The nonlinear function fp z x is
of class C

in R
n
R 	 
Remark
 Observe that under the hypothesis H the operator S can be written
with the principal part in divergence form and the nonlinear part being a function
of class C



We also suppose that S satises the following hypothesis of weighted strong
monotonicity
H There exists a positive continuous weight function 
  	    tending
to zero as x

tends to innity uniformly on x

 x

     x
n
  	

 such that the
following two properties hold for any pair of bounded functions u  v in C

	

 
C	

  where 	

is any domain bounded or not contained in 	 	

	 	
i If Su Sv   in 	

 then

xux  vx 
 maxf sup



xux  vxg 

for all x  	

 and the inequality is strict unless 
xux  vx is a constant
in 	


ii If Su Sv 
  in 	

 then

xux  vx  minf inf



xux  vxg 

for all x  	

 and the inequality is strict unless 
xux  vx is a constant
in 	


Remark
 If S was linear hypothesis H would be equivalent to the classical
maximum and minimum principles with a weight 
x 
 The fact that 
x tends
to zero as x

tends to innity is useful to deal with bounded solutions in an
unbounded domain

Remark
 Observe that if S satises hypothesis H and Su  Sv in 	

 then
j
xux  vxj 
 sup


j
xux  vxj 

for all x  	

 and the inequality is strict unless 
xux  vx is a constant
in 	



A sucient condition for hypothesis H to hold is given by the following propo
sition that precises the balance between the reaction term represented by fu 
the convection term fu
x

and the diusion coecient a

x 

Proposition  Let S be a semilinear elliptic operator like in 
 with f of
class C

 If there exists an    such that


a

x  
f
p

p z x 
f
z
p z x 
  


for all p z x  R
n
 R  	 where p  p

 p

     p
n
 then S satises
hypothesis H with 
x  expx

 
Proof For xed functions ux and vx the dierence Su  Sv can be
expressed by using the intermediate value theorem as
Su Sv 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu  v
x
i
x
j


n
X
i
f
p
i
	x x xu  v
x
i

f
z
	x x xu  v
Considering now the function w  e
x

u v we see that
Su Sv  e
x


n
X
ij
a
ij
xw
x
i
x
j



a

x  
f
p

	  x 
f
z
	  xw
 linear terms in the rst order derivatives of w

So Su  Sv  e
x

Lw  where L is a linear elliptic operator for which the
classical maximum and minimum principles hold because of the sign condition

 at least in bounded domains see  Theorem 


But since u and v are bounded and    in the case of 	

being unbounded
it is clear that w tends to zero uniformly on x

 x

     x
n
 when x

tends to
innity
 So 
 and 
 also hold if 	

is unbounded
 Indeed let us assume
for instance Su  Sv   and so Lw   in 	

and that there exists
x  x

 x

  x
n
  	

such that
wx  max

 sup


wx


Then there exists M  x

such that wx 



wx if x

 M 
 Let us consider
now the bounded domain
e
	

 	

 fx

Mg  which contains x 
 We have
wx  max

 supwx


fx

Mg

 max

 sup

e


wx

and therefore w is a constant in the connected component of
e
	

that contains
x due to the maximum principle see  Theorem 

 As M can be taken
arbitrarily large and 	

is a domain w is a constant in 	




Remark
 There is a trick to relax conditions like 
 in some situations
 For
example in the particular case a
ij
x  
ij
 for i   or j   related to the
classical Laplacian case and f independent of p  
 can be weakened to


a

x 
f
z
z x 
 
taking  any number strictly greater than 

 where 



  is the rst
eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions in 	



This can be done by taking 
x  e
x

x

     x
n
 where x

     x
n
 is the
rst eigenfunction of the Laplacian operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions
in a slightly larger domain 	

 	



The following proposition very easy to prove shows a simple situation where

 holds

Proposition  Suppose that the following quantities are nite
A  sup

a

x  x  	


B

 sup

f
p

p z x  p z x  R
n
R 	


C  sup

f
z
p z x  p z x  R
n
R 	


and suppose also that B


 AC   and B


p
B


 AC    Then 

holds at least for   B


p
B


 ACA note that A    because of
ellipticity
Example As an application of Proposition 
 above let us consider the semilin
ear operator
Su  uB

u
x

Cu u

and observe that if C 
 B


and B


p
B


 C  it satises hypothesis H

So C can be negative and B

arbitrary but also C can be taken nonnegative
provided that B

is large and negative

Let us recall that S is the semilinear operator dened by
Su 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j
 fru u x 
Besides the hypotheses H and H we assume that fp z x satises also the
following
H jf j  Ojpj

 as jpj   uniformly for x  	 and bounded z  

H zf z x 
  for jzj M

and some M

   

We have the following result of existence uniqueness and continuous dependence

Theorem  Let 	 and the operator S satisfy HH Let us write s y
instead of x

 x

     x
n
  so s  x

and y  x

 x

     x
n
  We claim that
i The Dirichlet problem
Su   in 	 
us

 y  y for y  	


us y   for y  	


jus yj bounded in 	


has one and only one classical u  C	C

	 solution for any initial condition
  C


	

 
ii The solution u depends on the initial condition  in a continuous way in the
uniform norm for  and the topology of the uniform convergence on compact sets
of 	 for u 
Proof Let us consider the auxiliary domains Q
k
 s

 s

 k  	

 k 
      and the following Dirichlet problems
Su
k
   in Q
k

u
k
s y  y for s  s

or s  s

 k and y  	


u
k
s y   for y  	


Under our hypotheses these problems have at least one classical solution u
k

CQ
k
C

Q
k
 see  Theorem 
 of Chapter IV p
  with the observations
contained in the proofs of Theorem 
 of the same chapter p
  and specially
of Theorem 
 of Chapter VI p
  both dealing with the case of non C

data or alternatively see  Theorem 
 p
 

Let us see that the u
k
are uniformly bounded
 Let
M  max

M

 sup


jyj


Then we can use 
 and 
 to compare u
k
with the functions v

x  M
and v

x  M because we deduce from condition 
 that Sv

 
  and
Sv

  
 So we conclude that
M 
 u
k
x 
M
for all x  Q
k


Let us now prove that the sequence u

is uniformly convergent in compact
subsets of 	 that is the sequence u

is uniformly convergent in each Q
k


Let m  k and for deniteness  
 m 
 Since Su

Su
m
   on Q

 Q
k

by 
 we will have
sup
xQ
k
j
xu

x  u
m
xj 
 sup
xQ

j
xu

x  u
m
xj 


 sup
xQ

j
xu

x  u
m
xj 

By using that ju
m
xj 
M we conclude that
sup
xQ
k
j
xu

x  u
m
xj 
 M sup j
xj
ss


which can also be written as
k 
u

 u
m
 k
C

Q
k
	

 M sup j
xj
ss

minm	
and this tends to zero as m  

With this we have seen the existence of a limit function u  C

	 bounded by
M  that satises the boundary conditions
 Let us see that u  C

	 and satises
the equation

Let B be any open ball B  	
 Theorem 
 of Chapter IV of  p
 
or Theorem 
 of  p
  shows that
k u
k
k
C

B	

 C
where C does not depend on k 
 Then an important result of Ladyzenskaja and
Uralceva implies that there exist    and C

  independent of k  such that
k u
k
k
C

B

	

 C

see  Theorem 
 of Chapter IV p
  or  Theorem 
 p
  where
B

is a smaller concentric ball

Now the equation Su
k
   in B

can be seen as a linear equation for u
k
with
a C

righthand side f 
 And by Schauder interior estimates  inequality 

of Chapter III p
  or  Theorem 
 on p
  we conclude that
k u
k
k
C

B

	

 C

where B

is an even smaller concentric ball and C

is also independent of k 

By a compactness argument since u
k
tends to u in C

B

 it holds that u
k
tends to u in C

B

 with     and taking limits in the expression Su
k
  
we see that Su   in B

too
 Since B

is a neighbourhood of an arbitrary
point in 	 we conclude that u  C

	 and satises the equation everywhere in
	

This proves existence
 To prove uniqueness let u and v be bounded functions
in C

	C

	 such that us y  vs y   for y  	

and Su  Sv  

The inequality 
 with 	

 	 gives us
sup
x
j
xux  vxj 
k 
s  s

us  s

 vs  s

 k
C



	
 

This inequality proves both uniqueness and continuity with respect to the initial
value
 This nishes the proof of i and ii

The following result shows the regularizing feature of the problem

Theorem  Let 	 and the operator S satisfy HH Let 	
k
 s

k s


k 	

 k        We claim that the solutions u of 
 belong to C

	
k

for all k and if k  k
C



	

 R then k u k
C


k
	

 C  where C depends on R
and of course on k  	

and the functions dening S  but otherwise not on  
Before going into the proof let us start with a lemma that contains partially
interior a priori bounds for the solutions of Su  
 We will tell the reader how
to follow the path of the proof along the references  and 

Lemma  Under the hypotheses of the theorem above and using the same
notation we claim that if v  C

	
k
 is a solution of Sv   in 	
k
with
vs y   for y  	

such that k v k
C


k
	

 R then k v k
C


k
	

 C  where
C depends on R and on k  	

and S  but otherwise not on v 
Proof According to the proofs of  Lemma 
 of Chapter VI p
  or
 Theorem 
 on p
  it is clear that under our hypotheses the boundary
estimate
jrvs yj 
 C

for s y 
	
s



k  
 s

 k  


 	

holds where C

depends on R  but otherwise not on v 
 Note that the mentioned
results deal with estimates of jrvj on the whole boundary of a domain and not
on a part of it but an inspection of the proofs gives us so

Let us now use the selfexplained notation 	
r
for noninteger values of r 
 At
this point we can apply Lemma 
 of Chapter IV of  p
  see also the
proof of Theorem 
 of  on p
  and we deduce that
jrvs yj 
 C

for s y  	
k

where C

depends on C

and R and on the value of
Z

k
n
P
ij
v

x
i
x
j
dx
but otherwise not on v 
 And in the proof of Theorem 
 of the same chapter of
 p
  it is shown how to bound the value of this integral in terms of R 

An important result of Ladyzenskaja and Uralceva is now that the C

bounds
imply C

bounds
 This is Theorem 
 of Chapter IV of  p
  where it
is stated as a global estimate but it can be stated as a partially interior estimate
as in a remark after Theorem 
 of  p
 
 In any case there exist 
k
and
C

depending on v only through R such that
k v k
C

k

k
	

 C


Now the equation Sv   can be seen as a linear elliptic equation for v in
	
k

with a right hand side whose C

k
norm is bounded in terms of R 
 Aplying

Schauder partiallyinterior estimates  Corollary 
 on p
  or  inequality

 of Chapter III p
  we see that
k v k
C

k

k
	

 C

where C

depends on v only through R 
 In prevision of the possibility of having

k
  there is still place to repeat the partiallyinterior estimate of Schauder and
obtain
k v k
C


k
	

 C
as we were willing to prove

Proof of Theorem  To prove Theorem 
 we restart again the proof of
Theorem 
 in order to improve the regularity
 Let us consider to begin that
k  k
 R    C


	

 
 Let D

be a collection of smooth C

 domains such
that
	

 D

 	

and let us consider the auxiliary problems
Sv

   in D


v

s y  y in D


that have at least one solution v

which is smooth up to the boundary v


C

D

 see  Theorem 
 of Chapter IV p
  or  Theorem 
 p


 By the same argument we used in the beginning of the proof of Theorem

 for the u
k
it is clear that
jv

xj 
M  maxfM

 Rg 
Let us denote also by v

x the extension to all 	 of v

dened by v

s y  y
if s y  D


 The functions v

are now continuous in 	 and still bounded by
the same M 

Let us show that this sequence v

approaches the solution u obtained in Theo
rem 
 in the uniform sense on each of the compact sets Q
k
 s

 s

 k 	



We have
k 
u v

 k
C

Q
k
	
 max

k 
u v

 k
C

Q
k
D

	
 k 
u v

 k
C

D

Q
k
	




 max

k 
u  k
C

Q
k
D

	
 sup
xD

j
xux  v

xj


The rst quantity tends to zero as    since u is uniformly continuous in
a neighbourhood of s  s

and us

 y  y 
 For the second quantity we
distinguish three parts of D


 The front boundary D

 fs

 s  s

 g 

This part needs not to be taken into account since it is already considered in the
quantity k 
u   k
C

Q
k
D

	

 The lateral boundary D

 fs

  
 s 


s
 g 
 On this part ux  v

x  
 The back boundary D

 fs

   sg 

On this part it is clear that j
xj tends to zero as    
 So v

tends to u
uniformly on compact sets

As a consequence of the previous Lemma 
 if   k then
k v

k
C


k
	

 C
where C depends on R but not on  
 As this is a closed property with respect to
the uniform convergence on 	
k
 we deduce that u  C

	
k
 and also that
k u k
C


k
	

 C
with the same constant C as before
 Now if our initial condition   C


	

 does
not belong to C

	

  we can aproximate it by a sequence 
m
of functions of
C


	

  the approximation being in the C

	

norm
 Then the corresponding
solutions u
m
x will converge to u in C

	
k
  according to 

 So we will still
have u  C

	
k
 and
k u k
C


k
	

 C
with the same constant C as before
 This proves Theorem 


The following proposition will be of use in Section 
Proposition  Let 	 and the operator S satisfy the hypotheses HH and
further that


n
X
i
	

i


n
X
ij
a
ij
x	
i
	
j

 

n
X
i
	

i


for some 

 

  and all x  	 and 	

 	

  	
n
  R
n
 and also that




a
ij
x
x
k





 



for some 

  and all x  	 and i j k     n 
Let v  C

	  C

	 be a solution of Sv   in 	 with vs y   for
y  	

and v  C

	
k
 for all k  with 	
k
 s



k
 s

 k	

 Then given
   and R   there exists a C    depending on R and  but otherwise not
on v  such that if k v k
C

	

 R then k rv k
C

s

		

	

 C 
Remark
 Note that 
 and 
 follow from hypothesis H in the two im
portant cases where the functions a
ij
x and fp z x do not depend on x

or
are periodic in x



Proof Let us write hypothesis H in the form
jfp z xj 
 cjzj  jpj



for some nondecreasing function c 

A careful analysis of the rst two paragraphs of the proof of Lemma 
 shows
that for our solution v the quantity k rv k
C


k
	
can be bounded in terms of R 


 

 

 cR and the geometry of 	
k
and 	
k

 But the geometry and the
other parameters remain unchanged if we replace s

by s

 s


 This proves our
claim taking k 


and observing that
k rv k
C

s

		

	

 sup
s

s

k rv k
C

s



k
s

k

	
The following result shows that the problem is strongly orderpreserving

Theorem  Suppose that S satises hypotheses H and H and that u v 
C

	  C

	 satisfy
Su  Sv   in 	 
us

 y  vs

 y for y  	


us y  vs y   for y  	


jus yj and jvs yj bounded in 	 
Then us y  vs y for all s y  	 unless u  v 
Proof This is just the strong maximum principle
 We see that Su Sv 
 
  in 	
 Then because of 
 we obtain that

xux  vx  min

 inf
y


s

 yus

 y  vs

 y

 
for all x  	 unless 
u v is a constant
 So ux  vx unless 
u  v is a
constant
 But if it is a constant it must be zero because it vanishes for y  	



 Autonomous and periodic equations
Along this Section we will assume the hypotheses on S and 	

of Theorem

 and furthermore that the functions a
ij
x and fp z x do not depend on
x

autonomous case or alternatively that there exists    which will be
assumed to be equal to  without loss of generality such that
a
ij
x

  x

     x
n
  a
ij
x

 x

     x
n

and
fp z x

  x

     x
n
  fp z x

 x

     x
n


for all p  z  x periodic case
 Observe that in both cases the coecient functions
a
ij
are of class C

on the whole R  	

and also that f is of class C

on
R
n
RR 	



We will prove in both cases the existence of a compact global attractor of the
solutions roughly a compact subset of C


	

 to which the solutions of problem

 tend when s tends to innity uniformly for  taken in bounded subsets of
C


	

 

In the autonomous case this will imply the existence of at least one equilibrium
solution i
e
 a function vy belonging to C


	

  C

	

 such that us y 
vy satises 
 with y  vy 
 And in the periodic case this will prove the
existence of at least one periodic solution i
e
 a function us y belonging to
C

	  C

	 and satisfying
Su   in 	
us y   for y  	


us   y  us y for s y  	 
Of course the existence of these particular solutions could be obtained also by
others methods without appeal to compact attractors

Along this section we will make use of the theory of dissipative innite dimen
sional dynamical systems developed in 	

Let us begin by stating the following two propositions which can be obtained
from Theorem 
 and Theorem 


Proposition  In the autonomous case let us y be the only classical
solution of the Dirichlet problem
Su   in 	    	


u y  y for y  	


us y   for y  	


jus yjbounded in 	 


Then T s  us  is a nonlinear C

	semigroup in the Banach space X 
C


	

 which is completely continuous for s   
Proof As usual the semigroup property follows from the uniqueness of solution
of problem 
 part i of Theorem 


Now let u


and u

be the solutions of 
 corresponding to initial conditions
 and  respectively
 Then
ju


s y  u

s

 yj 
 ju


s y  u


s

 yj ju


s

 y  u

s

 yj 
The rst term on the right hand side is small uniformly for y  	

 if js  s

j
is suciently small because u


is uniformly continuous in s   s   	

due
to part i of Theorem 

 The second term is also small uniformly for y  	



provided that supf jy  yj  y  	

g is small and s

 s  s   due to
part ii of Theorem 


This gives the joint continuity of T s with respect to s   X 

Given s   and a bounded subset B of X  the precompactness of T sB
in X follows immediately from Theorem 
 because it ensures that T sB is a
bounded subset of C

	

  and this space is compactly embedded in X 

Similarly we obtain the following
Proposition  In the periodic case with     let u
s

s y be the only
solution of problem 
 Then
e
T ss

   s

 s
mod 
 u
s

s

 s  is a
nonlinear C

	semigroup in Y  S

X with X  C


	

 which is completely
continuous for s   
On the other hand T  u

  is a continuous map in X which is com

pletely continuous
Let us now state two propositions in the setting of abstract theory of dynamical
systems
 They give a condition of dissipativeness without a Lyapunov function
but with an idea based on the maximum principle
 They will be used in the proofs
of Theorems 
 and 
 below

Proposition  a Let T be a continuous map in a complete metric space X
satisfying the following hypotheses
i The set fT
k
x  k  g is precompact for all x  X 
ii There exists a continuous function V  X   with the level sets
bounded and a positive number M

such that if V T
j
x  V T
k
x for some
j   and any k   then V T
j
x 
M


Then the bounded set B  fx  X  V x 
M

g attracts every point of X under
the discrete semigroup generated by T 
b Let T s a C

	semigroup in X satisfying the same hy

potheses as T above substituting the integer numbers j and k by real numbers
s   and s   respectively Then the set B attracts every x  X under the
semigroup T s 
Proof a Let x be any point in X 
 The  limit set of x  x  is nonempty
compact invariant and attracts x see Lemma 

 	
 We will show that
x  B 

Let y  x be a point where V attains its maximum value on x and let us
take z  x such that Tz  y 
 The existence of z follows from the invariance
of the  limit set
 Then
V y  V Tz  V T
k
z for all k   
again due to the invariance of x 
 So V y 
M

by ii and hence x  B 

The statement follows because x attracts x 


b The proof of part b is analogous taking z  x such that T z  y x
is nonempty compact invariant and attracts x  see Lemma 

 	
 Then
V y  V T z  V T sz for all s   
and the statement follows

Proposition  a Let T be a continuous map in a complete metric space
X  which is completely continuous has the orbits of points bounded and satis

es hypothesis ii of Proposition  above Then there exists a global attractor
a maximal invariant compact set which attracts bounded sets of X under T 
Moreover if X is a Banach space T has a xed point and the attractor is con

nected
b Let T s be a C

	semigroup in X  which is completely contin

uous for s    has the orbits of points bounded and satises ii of Proposition
 above substituting the integer numbers j and k by real numbers s   and
s    Then T s has a global attractor If X is a Banach space the global
attractor is connected and T s has an equilibrium point
Proof The hypotheses of this proposition imply hypothesis i of Proposition 

in both cases
 So T and T s are point dissipative
 The statement follows from
Theorems 

 and 

 and Corollary 

 of 	

Theorem  The semigroup T s dened in Proposition  has a connected
global attractor in X  C


	

 and has also an equilibrium point
Proof Since the orbits of T s are bounded by construction we have only to
prove that T s satises the last hypothesis of Proposition 
 b and the statement
will follow from Corollary 
 b

Let   X  let us   T s and let us assume that there exists s   such
that
sup
y

jus yj k T s kk T s k sup
y

jus yj for all s   
Let y  	

be a point where the continuous function
	

 y  jus yj
attains its maximum value

Notice that y can be chosen in 	

because otherwise the boundary condition
implies us y   for all y  	



So s y  	 is an interior maximum point if us y   or an interior
minimum point if us y 
  of function u 
 In both cases this implies that
jus yj 
 M

and so k T s k
 M

 due to hypotheses H and H 
 Indeed

assume for instance that s y is an interior maximum point and that u


us y M

 and dene v

s y  u


 Then
Su Sv

  f u

 x   
and by hypothesis H either ux v

x   in 	 or ux  v

x  u

in 	

The rst possibility leads to a contradiction for all x  	 ux  v

x  u


us y 
 And also the second possibility can not happen because of the boundary
conditions and u

being positive

Therefore the last hypothesis of Proposition 
 b holds by taking V k  k 

Theorem  With the denitions of Proposition  we have
a The map T has a connected global attractor A in X  T has also a xed
point
b The semigroup
e
T s has a global attractor
e
A in Y and
e
A  f
e
T sfgA 
 
 s  g  Moreover
e
T s has a periodic trajectory of period  
Proof a As above we have only to show that T satises hypothesis ii of
Proposition 
 a and the claim will follow from Corollary 
 a

Let   X and let u

s y be the solution of problem 
 with s

 
 Notice
that u

k   T
k
 

Let us assume the existence of an integer j   such that
sup
y

ju

j yj k T
j
 kk T
k
 k sup
y

ju

k yj
for all k  

This implies that the maximum value of the function ju

s yj on the compact
set R  j   j  	

is attained at an interior point s y  	
 As
in the proof of Theorem 
 this implies ju

s yj 
M

 and so
k T
j
 k sup
y

ju

j yj 
 sup
R
ju

s yj  ju

s yj 
M


Therefore hypothesis ii of Proposition 
 a holds with V k  k 

b The proof of the existence of the global attractor reduces again to show that
the semigroup
e
T s satises the last hypothesis of Proposition 
 b
 Let us
dene
V  Y  
s  k  k
V is continuous and has the level sets bounded

If there exist s   and s

   Y such that
sup
y

ju
s

s

 s yj  V 
e
T ss

   V 
e
T ss

   sup
y

ju
s

s

 s yj

for all s   it follows that the function ju
s

s yj has an interior maximum point
s

 s y  	  s

 	



As in the proof of Theorem 
 we obtain ju
s

s

 s yj 
M

and hence
V 
e
T ss

   sup
y

ju
s

s

 s yj  ju
s

s

 s yj 
M


To prove the second statement of part b let us notice that
e
T fg A  fg  TA  fg A 
e
T fg A
where we have used the invariance of A under T 
 So the set f
e
T sfg  A 
 
 s  g is compact because it is the image of the compact set  fgA
by a continuous map and invariant
 Therefore it is contained in
e
A  which is the
maximal compact invariant set

On the other hand let s

  be any point in
e
A 
 As
e
A is invariant and
compact there is a complete orbit through s

  which is a precompact set in
Y 
 So the set f  X  there exists s   such that
e
T s   s

  or
e
T ss

    g is a nonempty precompact and invariant under T  subset
of X 
 Therefore it must be contained in A 
 In particular there is 

 A such
that s

  
e
T s

 

  f
e
T sfg A  
 s  g 

Finally the last claim follows directly from the last statement of part a because
if T   then
e
T     u

    T    
 Convergence to zero
In this section we give conditions on the nonlinear function fp z x ensuring
that the solutions us y tend to zero as s tends to innity uniformly on y  and
in the autonomous or periodic case we also prove that the attractor reduces to
zero

In what follows we will suppose that 	 and the functions involved satisfy the
hypotheses of Theorem 


Let us begin with a remark in a simple case
Consider the linear case with constant coecients
u
n
X
i
b
i
u
x
i
 cu   in 	 
us y   for y  	




When looking for bounded solutions of the type us y  SsY y  it follows
that Ss has to be a bounded solution of the ordinary dierential equation S


b

S

 cS  
S for some eigenvalue 
 of the operator Y 
P
n
i
b
i
Y
x
i
with Dirichlet boundary conditions in 	


 In this case it holds that all bounded
solutions Ss tend to zero as s tends to  if and only if
i c 
   and b

arbitrary

or
ii c 
   and b

 

Let us now identify 
 
 If we consider the problem
Y y 
n
X
i
b
i
Y
x
i
y  
Y y in 	


Y y   for y  	


and we dene vy  exp 
P
n
i
b
i
x
i
 Y y it follows that vy satises
vy 



n
X
i
b

i

vy in 	


vy   for y  	


So we have that 
   
P
n
i
b

i
where     are the eigenvalues of the
Laplacian operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions in 	



Therefore if
c 


n
X
i
b

i
   

where 

is the rst eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator with Dirichlet boundary
conditions in 	

 all the bounded solutions of 
 of the type us y  SsY y
tend to zero as s tends to  

Our aim in this section is to generalize the sucient condition 
 for the
general problem 

 Let us begin by stating some preliminary results

Lemma  Let w be a classical solution of
Lw 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xw
x
i
x
j

n
X
i
B
i
xw
x
i
 Cxw 
  in 	 
ws y   for y  	


ws

 y   for y  	


lim
s	
inffwt y  t  s and y  	

g  
Then if Cx 
  for all x  	  it follows that wx   for all x  	 
Proof Let us assume the existence of x  	 such that wx  
 From the
hypotheses it follows that there exists s  s

such that ws y 


wx for all
s y  s  	


 This is in contradiction with the maximum principle applied
to operator L in the bounded domain s

 s  	

see for instance Corollary 

of 


Lemma  Let v be a classical solution of
Lv 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xv
x
i
x
j

n
X
i
B
i
xv
x
i
Cxv   in 	 
vs y   for y  	


lim
s	
vs y   uniformly on y
Then if a

x 
 A  B

x  B

 Cx 
 C   for all x  	  and jvs

 yj 
 v

for all y  	

 it follows that
jvxj 
 v

expm

s  s

 for all x  	
where m


B


p
B


AC
A
  
Proof As C   there exists m

  m


B


p
B


AC
A
 such that
s  v

expm

ss

 is a solution of the ordinary dierential equation A
ss

B


s
 C  
 Then considering the linear operator L it follows that
L  a

x
ss
 B

x
s
 Cx

 A
ss
 B


s
C  
and so that
L  v 
  in 	 
  vs y  v

e
m

ss

	
  for y  	


  vs

 y  v

 vs

 y   for y  	


lim
s	
  vs y   uniformly on y 

and that
L  v 
  in 	 
  vs y  v

e
m

ss

	
  for y  	


  vs

 y  v

 vs

 y   for y  	


lim
s	
  vs y   uniformly on y 

Therefore by Lemma 
 it follows that   vx   for all x  	 and that
  vx   for all x  	
 Thus we have that
jvxj 
 v

expm

s  s

 
for all x  	 where m


B


p
B


AC
A
 


Proposition  Let u be a bounded classical solution of
Lu 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j

n
X
i
b
i
xu
x
i
 cxu   in 	 
us y   for y  	


where a

x 
 A  Then if there exists a function  x  C

	 and some
constants   B

and C   such that

  x      for all x  	 

 lim s y  as s tends to   uniformly on y 


n
P
j
a
j
x 
x
j
 b

x  B

 for all x  	 

 L  
 C for all x  	 

 lim s ye
m

ss

	
  as s tends to   uniformly on y  where m


B


p
B


AC
A
  
it follows that limus y   as s tends to   uniformly on y 
Proof Dening vx 
ux
 x
it follows that vx is a bounded classical solution
of
Lv 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xv
x
i
x
j

n
X
i
B
i
xv
x
i
Cxv   in 	 
vs y   for y  	


lim
s	
vs y   uniformly on y
where we note B
i
x 
P
n
j
a
ij
x
 
x
j
 
 b
i
x and Cx 
L 
 


Using now that a

x 
 A  B

x  B

 Cx 
 C   for all x  	 by
Lemma 
 it follows that
jvxj 
 v

expm

s  s

 for allx  	 

and so by hypothesis  that limus y   as s tends to   uniformly on y 

Now thanks to Proposition 
 we are in position to generalize condition 

for problems of the type 

 Let us begin with the linear case with coecients
depending on x 

Proposition  Let b

x be a bounded function on 	  and cx such that
there exists a constant c   with cx 
 c   for all x  	  Let u be a bounded

classical solution of
Lu 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j

n
X
i
b
i
xu
x
i
 cxu   in 	 
us y   for y  	


where a

x 
 A for all x  	  Then it follows that limus y    exponen

tially as s tends to   uniformly on y 
Proof Let b

and b

be such that b


 bx 
 b

for x  	 and dene
 x  exps  s

  C

	 where we choose  in the range
    min


b


p
b


Ac
A

b

 b

 
q
b

 b



 Ac
A

A

It follows that

  x     for all x  	


 lim s y  as s tends to  



n
P
j
a
j
x 
x
j
 b

x  a

x  b

x  b

  B

 for all x  	


 L   

a

x  b

x  cx 
 

A  b

 c  C   for
all x  	


 lim xe
m

ss

	
 lim e
m

	ss

	
  as s tends to   uniformly on
y  because m

   
 Here m

is dened as in Propositon 


So we are in the hypotheses of Proposition 
 and thus limus y   expo
nentially see 
 as s tends to   uniformly on y 

The main result of this section is the following
Theorem  Let 	 and the functions a
ij
x and fp z x satisfy the hypothe

ses of Proposition  and assume also that
i The function fp

is uniformly bounded for x  	 and p and z bounded
ii The function f is of the form f z x  z Cz x where Cz x satises
that for all M   we have that supfCz x  x  	 jzj 
Mg   
Then if u is a bounded classical solution of
Su 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j
 fru u x   in 	 
us y   for y  	





where a

x 
 A for all x  	  it follows that limus y    exponentially as
s tends to   uniformly on y 
Remark
 Observe that if f does not depend on x f  fp z then condi
tion i is automatically satised and condition ii simply means that f   
f
z
    and f zz   for z  

Remark
 Observe that if condition ii in Theorem 
 holds only for M  M 
then the claim remains true for the solutions u such that the bound juj  M is
apriori known

Proof of Theorem  From the intermediate value theorem it follows that there
exists 	p z x  R
n
such that
fp z x  f z x 
n
X
i
f	 z x
p
i
p
i

Dene now

e
b
i
p z x 
f	 z x
p
i
 i     n
Note that xing u we can consider
e
b
i
ru u x and Cu x as functions of x 
i
e

e
b
i
ru u x  b
i
x and Cu x  cx 
 So we can consider u as a bounded
classical solution of the linear problem whose coecients in fact depend on u
Lu 
n
X
ij
a
ij
xu
x
i
x
j

n
X
i
b
i
xu
x
i
 cxu   in 	 
us y   for y  	


where a

x 
 A for all x  	

Finally since u is bounded and because of Proposition 
 ru is bounded too
in s

   	

for some    using i and ii it follows that we are in the
hypotheses of Proposition 
 for a shifted domain 	
	

 Thus limus y  
exponentially as s tends to   uniformly on y 

Remark
 A careful use of Proposition 
 in the proof above shows that the
solution u of 
 satises
jus yj 
 C

k us

 y k
C



	
 exp
	
C

k us

 y k
C



	
 

s  s

 


where C

and C

are positive functions which are nondecreasing with respect to
k us

 y k
C



	
 and    is arbitrary
 This proves uniform asymptotic stability
of the zero solution
 In the autonomous or periodic cases considered in Section 
this also implies that the global attractor reduces to zero
 This remark also applies
to Theorem 
 and Theorem 
 below


Condition ii of Theorem 
 on the sign of the function CM is very restric
tive although if it is natural in some contexts
 The following two theorems give
situations in which it can be weakened because of two facts
 First the existence of
a positive eigenvalue of the involved linear operator that translates the criticallity
of the value CM   to a positive value CM  
 
 The second fact is the
role that can be played by linear terms of rst order convection terms if the
coecients are the gradient of some function
 These theorems do not exhaust all
the cases aected by these two facts but they give examples on how to take prot
from them

Theorem  Let 	 and the functions a

x and fp z x 
P
n
i
b
i
yu
x
i
gru u x satisfy the hypotheses Proposition  where b
i
y  Byx
i

i    n  with By being a bounded function in 	

 Assume also that gp z x
satises the following hypotheses
i The function gp

is uniformly bounded for x  	 and p and z bounded
ii The function g is of the form g p

     p
n
 z x  z Cp

     p
n
 z x
where Cp

     p
n
 z x satises that for all M   and N    supfCp


    p
n
 z x By  jrByj

 

 x  	 jp

     p
n
j  N jzj  Mg   
where 

  is the rst eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator with Dirichlet
boundary conditions in 	


Then if u is a bounded classical solution of
a

xu
ss

n
X
i
u
x
i
x
i

n
X
i
b
i
yu
x
i
 gru u x   in 	 
us y   for y  	


when a

x 
 A for all x  	  it follows that limus y    exponentially as s
tends to   uniformly on y 
Remark
 Observe that in the case a

x   b
i
y  b
i
and gru u x  cu
that is problem 
 conditions i and ii simply mean that c


P
n
i
b

i
  
which is exactly condition 


Proof of Theorem  From the intermediate value theorem it follows that there
exists 	p z x  R such that
gp z x  g p

     p
n
 z x 
g	 p

     p
n
 z x
p

p


Dene now

e
b

p z x 
g	 p

     p
n
 z x
p

ecp z x  Cp

     p
n
 z x

Note again that xing u we can consider
e
b

ru u x and ecru u x as func
tions of x  i
e

e
b

ru u x  b
i
x and ecru u x  cx 
 So we can consider
u as a bounded classical solution of the linear problem whose coecients in fact
depend on u
Lu  a

xu
ss

n
X
i
u
x
i
x
i
 b

xu
s

n
X
i
b
i
yu
x
i
 cxu   in	
us y   y  	


where a

x 
 A for all x  	

Observe again that since u is bounded and because of Proposition 
 ru is
bounded too in 	
	
 s

	

for some    and using i and ii there exist
b

 b

and c   such that b


 b

x 
 b

and cxBy jrByj

 


c   for the shifted domain 	
	


Consider now 	

 	

such that     the rst eigenvalue of the
Laplacian operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions in 	

 satises that cx
By  jrByj

   c  
 In these conditions we can dene
 x  exps  s

Byy 
for x  s y  	
	
 where y is such that
y  y in 	


y   for y  	


so y     in 	

 for some  and  is chosen in the range
    min


b


p
b


Ac
A

b

 b

 
q
b

 b



 Ac
A

A

It follows that

  x  e
B
   for all x  	
	
 where B is an upper bound of By 


 lim s y  as s tends to   uniformly on y 



n
P
j
a
j
x 
x
j
 b

x  a

x  b

x  b

  B

 


 L   

a

x  b

x  cx By  jrByj

  

 

A b

 c  C  

 lim xe
m

ss

	
 lim e
m

	ss

	By	
y   as s tends to   uni
formly on y  because m

     m

is dened as in Proposition 


So we are in the hypotheses of Proposition 
 for the shifted domain 	
	
and
thus limus y   exponentially as s tends to   uniformly on y 


Theorem  Let 	 and fp z x 
P
n
i
b
i
xu
x
i
 gru u x satisfy the
hypotheses of Proposition  with b

x being bounded in 	  Assume that
there exist a bounded function Bx  x  	  such that b
i
x  Bxx
i

i     n  Assume also that gp z x is a function of the form gp z x 
z Cp z x where Cp z x satises that for all M   and N   we have that
supfCp z x By  jrByj

 

 x  	 jpj  N jzj  Mg    where


  is the rst eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator with Dirichlet boundary
conditions in 	

 Then if u is a classical bounded solution of
u
n
X
i
b
i
xu
x
i
 gru u x   in 	 
us y   for y  	


it follows that limus y    exponentially as s tends to   uniformly on y 
Proof of Theorem  This proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 
 by
using the function  x  exps  s

 Bxy  x  	
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